


Tosato1928 was founded in Veneto in 1928 and was

then acquired by Padovafurs in the late ‘90s. At that

time the company, which had been active in trading

fur skins since the end of the war, was eager to step a

foot in the fascinating world of pret-à-porter.

Combining a long tradition in selecting and working

fur skins with new and innovative techniques to craft

and design final garments, the company was able to

give Tosato1928 a new life and identity.

The hallmark of Tosato1928 is the ability to enhance

refined fur skins giving birth to haute couture and

handcrafted creations, thus inspiring international

designers willing to insert fur garments or details in

their personal collections.

/ the brand



/ our values

MADE IN ITALY TIMELESS ELEGANCE INNOVATION

Our artisans, whose

expertise and creativity

merge with unparalleled

technical skills, embody the

identity of Tosato1928,

which is deeply rooted in

the Made in Italy and Made

in Veneto artisanal

tradition.

Every fur garment from

Tosato1928 is entirely

handcrafted in Italy,

therefore being unique and

custom-made, just like a

piece of art.

A Tosato1928 garment is

recognizable by its

sophisticated simplicity, by

its clear-cut lines and by

raw materials of

unparalleled beauty,

harmoniously combined to

give birth to romantical

and feminine garments of

everlasting elegance.

Constant experimentation,

in the will to anticipate

contemporary trends, sees

its greatest expression in

the Capsule collections

where creativity prevails.

Precious sable, mink, fox

and chinchilla skins meet

unconventional fabrics as

well as cashmere. Inlays,

unseen colours, leather

details, and reversible

fabrics are just some of the

innovative proposals.



/ FURMARK certif ied

Furmark® is the comprehensive global certification and

traceability system for natural fur that guarantees animal

welfare and environmental standards. The program was

launched in 2021 by the Internation Fur Federetion.

Only the products that satisfy global scientific standards

in each step of the supply chain are Furmark® certified,

and Tosato1928 garments are nowadays part of this

complex system of traceability. 

Every Furmark® certfied fur garment is given a unique

tracking number which gives the consumer a full

accessibility to the production chain of the final garment.

[source: www.furmark.com]



/ FURMARK: how it  works

Natural fur from specific farms and wild fur

programmes that are certified under Furmark® are

sold at auctions.

After the auction the certified furs undergo a

certified dressing and dyeing process.

Fur manufacturers record the use of the certified

skins used to craft the final garment. A "trace now"

label is associated to every single and specific

garment.

The final consumer can easily access the entire

production chain of the product.

[source: www.furmark.com]



The Sables Collection from Tosato1928

showcases timeless elegance and enhances the

qualities of these precious skins, combining

tradition and innovative designs.

Oversize coats, hooded garments and classic

jackets are a tribute to the natural beauty of

Russian sable skins. Reversible jackets with clean

shapes and shiny fabrics satisfy the need for a

contemporary look.

Romantic and feminine, the capsule collection

combines cashmere fibres in pastel tones with

Russian sable skins, giving birth to versatile

coats and vests.

/ sables col lection







The Mink Collection is both classic and eclectic

and it showcases functional garments, in a wide

color variety, created with innovative working

techniques.

The collection was conceived to satisfy different

tastes and needs: sporty bombers in bright

colorful shades, delicate jackets in pastel

colours, innovative garments with inalys and

fabrics combinations, and the timeless black

and brown classic mink coats.

Easy to wear during daytime occasions and

elegant for special events: The Mink Collection

by Tosato1928 is extremely versatile.

/ mink col lection







Made in Italy

Via Marsala 38, 35122 Padova (PD), Italy

Phone: 0039 049651366

Email: info@tosato1928.it

Website: www.tosato1928.it

Instagram: @tosato1928
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